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Abbreviations
BMP

Best management practice – a technique or technology for managing stormwater runoff

GVS&DD

Greater Vancouver Sewerage and Drainage District

IDF

Intensity, duration, frequency: statistical rainfall relationships built on recorded data

ILWRM

Integrated Liquid Waste and Resource Management: A Liquid Waste Management Plan
for the Greater Vancouver Sewerage & Drainage District and Member Municipalities (as
approved by the Minister of Environment, May 11, 2011)

ISMP

Integrated Stormwater Management Plan, sometimes also referred to as Integrated
Water or Rainwater Management Plan

LWMP

Liquid Waste Management Plan, which is approved by the Minster of Environment

REAC

Regional Engineering Advisory Committee

REAC‐LWSC

Liquid Waste Subcommittee of the Regional Engineering Advisory Committee

SILG

Stormwater Interagency Liaison Group: a municipal‐senior government advisory group
required by the LWMP and ILWRM
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Summary
In collaboration with its members’ technical staff, Metro Vancouver has developed a Region‐wide
Baseline for On‐site Stormwater Management to support Metro Vancouver’s and municipal
commitments made under the Integrated Liquid Waste and Resource Management Plan. Municipal
staff and members of Metro Vancouver’s Stormwater Interagency Liaison Group were instrumental in
providing guidance on the development of the Baseline.
The Baseline is intended to support the Plan’s objectives of reducing the impacts of urbanization on the
health of urban streams and aquatic ecosystems. The Baseline consists of Baseline Criteria and
Suggested Practices. It is intended to be used as a guideline in the updating of municipal bylaws, and
supports municipal commitments to update stormwater bylaws to require on‐site stormwater
management that either meets the regional Baseline Criteria or criteria established under municipal
Integrated Stormwater Management Plans1.
The Baseline is recommended for single‐lot residential development (single‐family, duplex and triplex
land use types). This is because single‐lot residential land use represents a significant portion of the
region, and municipalities generally have existing processes that address on‐site stormwater for other
types of land uses. It is not envisioned that the Baseline should be applied retroactively to existing
developments; it is intended primarily for lot redevelopment and new development.
The recommended Baseline Criteria are:
Criterion 1. Improve rainwater runoff quality through the use of a best management practice, and
Criterion 2. Reduce the amount of rainwater runoff by limiting runoff volume to 40% of the 1 in 2
year storm of 24 hour duration.
Suggested Practices that can satisfy these criteria were developed in collaboration with municipal
technical staff and through consultation with industry and other municipal stakeholders. The Suggested
Practices consist of preferred on‐site stormwater BMPs which include increased depth of landscaping
topsoil, and redirection of roof gutter downspouts to landscaping.
It is member municipalities who shape their stormwater management requirements and will define their
needs for on‐site stormwater management. The Stormwater Interagency Liaison Group is anticipated to
assist in the implementation of the Baseline as this group of technical staff continues to provide a forum
for liaison, collaboration and communications on stormwater issues of mutual importance among
municipalities.

1

The Baseline is not intended to apply to Anmore, Belcarra, Bowen Island, Lions Bay or the Tsawwassen First
Nation as they are not Greater Vancouver Sewerage and Drainage District members, and therefore have not made
commitments under the Integrated Liquid Waste and Resource Management Plan.
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Baseline Development
Context
GVS&DD members, through their ILWRMP commitment to the Ministry of Environment, are expected by
the Ministry to update their bylaws to require on‐site stormwater management. Metro Vancouver’s role
is to develop suitable region‐wide baseline criteria and provide supporting materials for its members to
use as guidelines.
The science and the basis for a region‐wide baseline originate from joint municipal‐Metro Vancouver
work in the late 1990s which was used to establish stormwater policies and commitments in the 2002
LWMP. This work expanded on research conducted by the University of Washington on the health of
lowland streams and identified relationships between stream health and parameters such as watershed
imperviousness. The findings from the University of Washington were validated by research led by
Metro Vancouver and subsequently adapted and applied as a watershed health classification system
suitable for the Lower Mainland2. A key finding in this work is the empirical correlation between a
watershed’s total impervious area and its health, where the health of a watershed decreases as its
unmitigated imperviousness increases.
While stormwater runoff quality is believed by the University of Washington researchers to be a factor
affecting watershed health, their findings indicate that more significant impacts appear associated with
changes in the hydrologic regime due to increased imperviousness causing higher peak stream flows and
providing increased energy for sediment transport3.
During the 1990s, the footprint of typical single family homes was observed to be increasing when
compared to homes build pre‐1970s4. Figure 1 and Figure 2 contrast the imperviousness footprints
between redeveloped lots and the remaining older homes for typical neighbourhoods in the Cities of
Coquitlam and Vancouver. While increases in imperviousness of any single lot does not have a
significant impact on the overall watershed, the long‐term cumulative effects of increasing
imperviousness are very significant on watershed hydrology and its health. Furthermore, redevelopment
can in some instances exacerbate impacts when small‐footprint single family home are rezoned to high
density, multi‐family uses with total imperviousness levels around 90% to 100%. The overall trend in
total imperviousness can be illustrated by looking at the imperviousness contributions of single‐lot
residential zoning in the Cities of Vancouver and Coquitlam.

2

(Page, et al., 1999)
(May, Horner, Marr, & Welch, 1997)
4
The imperviousness footprints of lots includes buildings, sidewalks, driveways, and patios. These can be
compared by using aerial photographs.
3
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Figure 1 Increasing Lot Imperviousness through Redevelopment in the Still Creek Watershed,
City of Vancouver (Google Maps, 2017a)

Lots redeveloped
with higher level of
imperviousness

For example, 34% of Vancouver’s land base is zoned for single‐lot residential use, while 28% of the City
is allocated to roads and rights‐of‐ways. In comparison, 14% of Coquitlam’s land base is zoned for
single‐lot residential, with 9% allocated to roads and rights‐of‐way, but with 51% being protected areas
or parks5.
The redevelopment of single‐lot residential properties in Vancouver appears to be increasing lot
imperviousness from around the 30‐40% range to the 60‐75% range. City‐wide, this represents an
estimated increase in the single‐lot residential land use contribution to total imperviousness from what
was once 14% to 24% in the future, for a total city‐wide increase of around 10% in total impervious area.
In the case of Coquitlam, approximately half of the municipal area is developable land with the other
half classified park or preserve. Therefore, an increase in the imperviousness contribution from single‐
lots residential land use of 4% to 10% may be extrapolated to represent a generalized imperviousness
increase of 8% to 20% for its developable urban land. At 12%, this is a rate similar to the city‐wide
increase in total impervious areas in Vancouver.

5

(Metro Vancouver, 2016)
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Figure 2 Increasing Lot Imperviousness through Redevelopment in the Booth (Como) Creek Watershed,
City of Coquitlam (Google Maps, 2017b)

Lots redeveloped
with higher level of
imperviousness

In addition, all residential areas are serviced by road and parking infrastructure which are mostly
impervious. As a percentage of the watershed, roads and parking range from approximately 5‐10% for
suburban areas to 20‐30% for urban areas6. As a result, this adds additional imperviousness to
watersheds on top of what is being contributed by individual lots. When redevelopment and
densification result in unmitigated increases to watershed imperviousness, significant impacts to a
watershed’s heath is likely to occur.
Evaluation of the anticipated impacts of increasing watershed imperviousness was done in the late
1990s by modelling and assessing land redevelopment scenarios. This work determined that the
“business‐as‐usual approach” occurring at that time would lead to ongoing degradation of the health of
urban watersheds over the coming decades7.
In response to these findings, a new strategy and objectives for stormwater management were
developed by the GVS&DD, its members and senior government environmental agencies in 2000 and
2001 as part of the region’s LWMP. In 2002, the BC Minister of Environment approved the LWMP which
6
7

(Litman, 2016)
(Greater Vancouver Regional District, 1999)
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contained policies and commitments by Metro Vancouver and its members to manage stormwater on a
watershed scale and in an integrated manner. These, along with the establishment of SILG, were seen
as appropriate strategies to prevent further watershed health degradation and potentially improve the
health of urban watersheds8.
Between 2001 and 2005, Metro Vancouver worked with Stormwater Interagency Liaison Group (SILG)
and established guidelines for integrated stormwater planning at the watershed scale (ISMPs) as well as
undertaking the identification of suitable BMPs9 to support the implementation of ISMPs10.
Concurrent with the development of the ISMP process, the benefits of the wide‐scale application of
different stormwater source control BMPs that could be implemented as part of land redevelopment
were further investigated to better inform municipalities on their suitability in their ISMPs. This study
found that the wide‐spread introduction of stormwater source controls could have positive long‐term
benefits for a watershed’s health as they could mitigate much of the hydrologic impacts associated with
increasing watershed imperviousness11. To facilitate uptake of stormwater BMPs, design guidelines for
stormwater source controls specific to the Lower Mainland were developed in 2005 by adapting
successful stormwater source controls from regions with similar climates and soil conditions. These
guidelines have since been updated in 2012 as a resource for Metro Vancouver’s members12.
With the benefits of stormwater source controls in mind during the 2008‐2009 review and updating of
the LWMP, municipalities agreed to commit to updating their bylaws to require on‐site stormwater
source controls, either to meet their ISMP criteria or a region‐wide baseline. This commitment is
included in the ILWRM13. Additionally, Metro Vancouver committed to identifying suitable criteria for
the region‐wide baseline by working with its member municipalities.
Specifically, Metro Vancouver committed to the development of criteria for a region‐wide baseline for
on‐site stormwater management as follows:
Action 1.1.12b Metro Vancouver will work with municipalities to indentify improvements to stormwater
management bylaws to include on‐site rainwater management requirements.
Action 1.1.12d Metro Vancouver will work with municipalities to establish region[‐]wide baseline critera
for on‐site rainfall management including variations for localized geology, rainfall and
watershed conditions.
Furthermore, GVS&DD members committed to managing stormwater on‐site through the amendment
of their bylaws and standards as follows:

8

(Greater Vancouver Regional District, 2002)
Also referred to as green infrastructure or low impact design.
10
(Kerr Wood Leidal, 2005)
11
(CH2M Hill, 2002; Hicks & von Euw, 2004)
12
(Kerr Wood Leidal, Lanarc Consultants & Goya Ngan, 2012)
13
(Metro Vancouver, 2010, pp. 15‐16)
9
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Action 1.1.20 Municipalities will update municipal bylaws to require on‐site rainwater management
sufficient to meet criteria established in municipal integrated stormwater management
plans or baseline region‐wide criteria.
Action 1.1.21 Municipalities will update municipal utility design standards and neighbourhood design
guidelines to enable and encourage on‐site rainwater management.
The ILWRMP and its actions were endorsed by the GVS&DD Board and its members’ councils in 2010,
and approved by the Minister of Environment in 2011.

Development of the Baseline
Starting in 2012, Metro Vancouver retained stormwater management experts (consultants) to identify
technically viable options for the region‐wide baseline criteria. The experts worked with SILG and Metro
Vancouver to identify and develop options that take into consideration regional variations in rainfall,
topography, and surficial geology.
Metro Vancouver worked extensively with staff from member municipalities and gathered input from
homebuilding industry stakeholders to further develop the options identified by the consultants. This
collaboration and input helped determine the recommended Baseline. The process phases, purpose and
stakeholders are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1 Outline of the Region‐wide Baseline Development and Consultation Process
Phase Name

Phase 1 – Designing the
Baseline

Phase 2 – Input on
Implementation

Phase 3 – Reviewing
Industry Feedback and
Finalizing the Baseline

Timing
Key Stakeholders

2012 ‐ Fall 2014
Municipal Stakeholders

Fall 2014 – Summer 2016
Municipal and
Homebuilding Industry
Stakeholders

Fall 2016 – Early 2017
Municipal Stakeholders

Purpose

Research, develop and
confirm the scientific basis
and technical components
of the Baseline Criteria.

Identify challenges and
opportunities for
implementing and enforcing
the Baseline.

Provide municipalities with
an opportunity to review
and consider all
homebuilder industry
consultation feedback.
Finalize recommended
Baseline.

Key Decisions Reached with Member Municipalities
Metro Vancouver developed the Baseline through extensive consultation and collaboration with the
municipal staff of GVS&DD members from 2012 to 2017. SILG served as the primary forum for the
development of technical options and implementation approaches associated with the Baseline.
Additional workshops and events were used to obtain input from a broader range of municipal staff,
including planning, building and permitting representatives.
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Working with SILG, project objectives and scope were identified in early 2012. Three principles were
developed in collaboration with SILG that shaped the Baseline:




Develop a basic, minimum standard
Ensure it is as simple as possible
Ensure it is easy to use/apply

Metro Vancouver worked with SILG to narrow the scope of the Region‐wide Baseline for On‐site
Stormwater Management to focus only on single‐lot residential development14. Presently, few
municipalities have on‐site stormwater management requirements for this type of development. While
each single‐lot development is small, the cumulative impact is significant across the region. SILG
members also indicated that municipalities are establishing sufficient on‐site stormwater management
requirements for other land use types through bylaws or ISMPs.
Through discussion among SILG and the consultants, it was concluded that the Baseline Criteria do not
need to provide the maximum level of on‐site stormwater management to fully mitigate the impacts to
a watershed’s health when compared to the predevelopment state. As a result, the Baseline targets the
observed watershed health threshold between “impacted” and “degraded” and selects this as the
minimum performance threshold15.
By using hydrologic models, the 25% imperviousness threshold converts to a runoff equivalency of 40%
of the 2 year return period storm of a 24 hour duration16. This was proposed as the hydrologic criterion
with the use of prioritized best management practices recommended to address runoff quality criterion.
Together, they form the recommended Baseline Criteria17. These criteria were endorsed by SILG as
minimum objectives for single‐lot residential properties with the understanding that individual ISMPs
may be used by municipalities to set watershed specific targets as defined in the ILWRM18.
In addition, SILG indicated interest in discussing how the criteria might be implemented, including
selecting and sizing different stormwater BMPs. For this purpose, the region was initially divided into
multiple zones to account for variations in surficial geology and rainfall. Corresponding BMP selection
matrix tables were developed to identify appropriate stormwater source controls that could meet the
Baseline Criteria19.
The BMPs identified to achieve the water quality criterion are generally appropriate in any part of the
region and are not generally restricted by zones. By contrast, for the proposed BMPs to meeting the
hydrologic criterion for the different zones, most would need to be varied in size while some would be
14

This includes multi‐family duplex and triplex buildings which have the appearance of a single house.
This corresponds to a total impervious area threshold of around 25% as determined by research on lowland
streams in the Pacific Northwest by the University of Washington. These factors were subsequently evaluated in
joint research initiated by Metro Vancouver with the University of BC and the University of Washington which
validated the findings for streams in the Lower Mainland (Page, et al., 1999; EVS, 2003).
16
(Kerr Wood Leidal, 2015, pp. 5‐7)
17
See Recommended Baseline, p. 14 of this report.
18
(Metro Vancouver, 2010, pp. 15‐16)
19
(Kerr Wood Leidal, 2015, pp. 11‐21)
15
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suited to only a few of the zones due to local rainfall and surficial geology conditions. As a result, SILG
determined that a simplified process to select and implement BMPs was needed to make the Baseline
Criteria useable.
A simplified strategy for selecting BMPs was created: a list of Suggested Practices. These are BMPs that
are suitable for most lots and should be sufficient to meet the Baseline Criteria. Therefore, each
GVS&DD member may fulfill its on‐site stormwater management commitments in ILWRMP by updating
its stormwater bylaws to either use the Baseline Criteria and Suggested Practices or criteria contained in
local municipal ISMPs.
Additional detail on the Baseline development, consultation process with municipalities and outcomes
can be found in the report entitled Region‐wide Baseline for On‐site Stormwater Management:
Stormwater Interagency Liaison Group and Municipal Consultation Summary (Metro Vancouver, 2017).
Consulting with the Homebuilding Industry
After revising the Baseline Criteria and Suggested Practices, Metro Vancouver began consultation with
homebuilding industry stakeholders in early 2016. Metro Vancouver consulted primarily through four
industry associations:
•
•
•
•

Greater Vancouver Homebuilders Association
BC Society of Landscape Architects
BC Landscape and Nursery Association
Architectural Institute of BC

Metro Vancouver evaluated the input received from the industry consultation process and has
considered it in preparing the recommended Baseline. In general, participants indicated having
experience with stormwater management on single‐family residential developments and are familiar
with most or all of the Suggested Practices. Most comments raised by stakeholders focused on the
Suggested Practices and on the specifics of how they should be implemented rather than on the
Baseline Criteria or rationale. These more detailed comments are most relevant for consideration by
GVS&DD members and should be considered in the development and implementation of municipal on‐
site stormwater management bylaws and requirements.
Table 2 summarizes five themes that emerged from consultation with homebuilding industry
stakeholders and opportunities for these themes and comments to be addressed.
In addition to the summary of the themes and comments included in Table 2, additional detail on the
process and outcomes for consultation with homebuilding industry stakeholders can be found in the
report entitled Minimum Requirements for Stormwater Management on Single‐lot Residential
Developments – Industry Consultation Summary, (Metro Vancouver, 2016).
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Table 2 Summary of Themes and Opportunities to from Homebuilding Industry Stakeholders

Themes and Comments
Flexibility ‐ It is important to
have a range of options to
choose from as this helps to
address site‐specific constraints
and challenges. The Baseline
should include the opportunity
to use customized, site‐specific
practices to meet the Baseline
Criteria.

Simplicity ‐ The requirements
should be as simple as possible
and consistent across the
region. Simple practices and
clear standards would help to
streamline inspection and
approval processes.
Education ‐ Education and
training for homebuilders,
homeowners and enforcement
professionals on the proper
installation, inspection, and
maintenance of the different
stormwater management
practices will be important in
achieving the Baseline Criteria.

Opportunities to Address Themes and Comments
As stormwater bylaws and standards are to be updated by GVS&DD
members, they are the ones who will determine their flexibility and what
role the Baseline line will play in their stormwater and drainage
regulations.
Updated stormwater bylaws and standards should allow sufficient
flexibility to address challenging site conditions and allow for innovative
solutions20. SILG members indicated that municipalities could consider
allowing site‐specific solutions to be designed and signed off by a
qualified professional as a means to allow for innovation or challenging
site conditions.
To simplify the process and provide more certainty, Metro Vancouver
developed the list of Suggested Practices21 that are relevant across the
region and relatively simple to construct. Standard details and technical
guidance have also been developed to support GVS&DD members22.

As GVS&DD members regulate stormwater through their bylaws, they
have the mandate to develop and direct education and outreach
programs which support stormwater bylaws and policies. Through
regional forums such as REAC and SILG, members can collaborate on
common messaging, as well as collective materials and training.
Metro Vancouver will support these efforts by working with its members
to develop an educational template outlining maintenance requirements
for homeowners and an on‐site stormwater management educational
video.

20

For an example, see Appendix A: Model Bylaw for the On‐site Rainwater Management Baseline, sec. 14‒15 p. 26
See Recommended Baseline, page 14 of this report.
22
See Appendix B: Guidelines and Typical Drawings for Standardized BMPs, p. 31 of this report for variations.
21
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Cost ‐ Concerns over costs
include materials, the time for
municipal review and
inspection, and requirement for
potential professional services
(e.g. a civil engineer). Subsidies
like density bonuses or
streamlined building permit
processes were suggested as
incentives.
To minimize costs, complexity
and time, building and
landscape practitioners could
have the autonomy to address
site‐specific constraints without
having to use an engineer.
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Opportunities to Address Themes and Comments
The Suggested Practices were selected based upon their simplicity and
cost effectiveness. The main cost is anticipated to be additional topsoil
required for rainwater retention. In addition, roof lead disconnection is a
standard practice for some GVS&DD members along with specific site
grading requirements and these are not considered to add extra costs.
These practices are not likely to present any significant added costs to a
project.
Through the process of developing updated stormwater bylaws to
address either the Baseline Criteria or ISMP criteria, each GVS&DD
member will obtain insight into what the costs and alternatives are within
their local contexts and only implement appropriate requirements.
The Suggested Practices were developed to avoid the need for
professional signoff. Signoff from a professional engineer or architect
should not be necessary unless the home builder is seeking alternative
site‐specific solutions or the site has challenges which cannot be
addressed by standard solutions.

Compliance – Resources for
inspection and compliance will
be required. Inspection and
compliance needs to be
considered not only for the
time of construction but also
after occupancy: under current
practice, homeowners may
make changes to properties
that impact stormwater runoff
such as adding more paved
areas, reconnecting
downspouts or replacing grass
with artificial lawn.

GVS&DD members are responsible for inspection and enforcement of
their bylaws. Each municipality will need to determine what staff would
be most appropriate for inspecting on‐site stormwater management
practices. This may include training for existing inspectors or the creation
of a new, specialized position. The Suggested Practices are intended to be
easy to inspect and Metro Vancouver has provided SILG members with a
draft inspection checklist template23.

Rules for exceptions and
exemptions also need to be
clear to all parties at the
beginning of implementation.

Metro Vancouver has provided an initial list of exceptions and
exemptions to encourage consistency across municipal boundaries24.
Municipalities can work together or independently to further develop the
list of exceptions and exemptions.

Where a homebuilder proposes alternative site‐specific solutions for on‐
site stormwater management not covered by municipal standards or
bylaws, design and signoff from a qualified professional such as an
engineer would likely be required.

23

See Options for a Region Wide Baseline for On‐Site Rainwater Management, Appendix E, “Rainwater
Management Baseline Inspection Checklists” (Kerr Wood Leidal, 2015).
24
Limitations of the suggested BMPs are outlined in Options for a Region Wide Baseline for On‐Site Rainwater
Management (Kerr Wood Leidal, 2015, pp. 17‐22, 34‐38)
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Costs Considerations
Basic BMPs
The BMPs recommended as part of the Baseline’s Suggested Practices (see p. 13) were selected based
upon their simplicity and cost effectiveness. The principal cost for most developments is anticipated to
be additional topsoil required for rainwater retention as an adsorptive landscaping BMPs. Incremental
topsoil costs for development will vary between lots and among municipalities due to differences in
building lot layouts, local building regulations and existing minimum topsoil requirements. Estimated
added costs to a development range from $2,200 for a typical city lot, to $4,300 for a larger duplex lot25.
In addition, roof lead disconnection is a standard practice for some GVS&DD members along with lot
grading requirements. The recommended basic BMPs are not likely to present any significant added
costs to the redevelopment of most single‐lot residential properties. However, these measures are
identified to be effective only if a lot’s imperviousness is less than 70% of lot area. Otherwise, alternative
BMPs are likely required to achieve the Baseline Criteria. Depending upon site conditions, some
alternative BMPs can cost significantly more than others, and their selection is best done on a case by
case basis. Instead, to create more certainty for home builders, municipalities use criteria developed as
part of their ISMPs to address lots with high total imperviousness. This is permitted by the ILWRMP.

Alternatives and Exceptions
Alternatives to the basic BMPs of 450 mm of topsoil and roof lead disconnection will usually have
greater costs but may be better suited to a builder’s preferences or be able to address site specific
constraints.
For the same duplex lot scenario, pervious pavements in place of topsoil would cost approximately
$21,300 ($177.50/m2) or an additional $14,800 over the basic BMPs, while a cistern to manage
stormwater would cost around $21,000 ($1,050/m3) or an additional $16,700 over the basic BMPs26. A
rock infiltration trench is estimated to cost around $8,900 or $4,600 over the basic BMPs27.
Another way to compare the costs of different BMPs is by comparing the cost to mitigate the hydrologic
impacts of imperviousness – that is dollars per square metre of imperviousness. For the Suggested

25

For the purposes of this report, a city lot is based on 375 m2 (33’ x 122’) and a duplex lot is 750 m2 (66’ x 122’).
This is a generalization as actual lot sizes for each zoning class vary among and within municipalities. Costs are
estimated for 80 mm rainfall for the 24 hour 1:2 year rain event, poor soil permeability, and 65% impervious area.
(Kerr Wood Leidal, 2015, p. 42)
26
Costs estimated for a 750 m2 (66’ x 122’) duplex type lot at 65% impervious lot coverage, poor soil permeability
(Kerr Wood Leidal, 2015, p. 42). Costs compare permeable pavement in lieu of 450 mm adsorptive landscaping
topsoil and cistern requiring only 150 mm of landscaping topsoil. The cost for permeable paving is the incremental
amount over standard pavement.
27
100 m2 x 0.3 m deep rock trench for the same 750 m2 duplex type lot scenario (Kerr Wood Leidal, 2015, p. 42).
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Practice of 450 mm of topsoil, the cost is estimated to be around $8.80/m2 of impervious surface28. For
the same type of lot, this cost increases to $18.25/m2 of impervious surface when using the rock pit BMP
alternative, and to $43.00/m2 of impervious surface when using a cistern BMP alternative29.

Implications for Home Builders
Whether GVS&DD members use on‐site stormwater management criteria developed for their ISMPs or
the recommended Baseline Criteria, clarity and sufficient lead time will help ensure that builders and
developers are able to account for new requirements in their business cases — their pro formas. Well‐
developed pro‐forma include estimates for all hard and soft project costs as well as the anticipated
value of the finished project. Pro formas allow home builders to determine the land acquisition value as
the difference between the anticipated final value and the total of all identifiable hard and soft costs.
Incentives like density bonuses or streamlined building permit processes are not anticipated to be
needed if the costs of any new stormwater requirements are readily estimated and can be easily
factored into a pro forma in a timely manner. Similarly, impacts on housing market affordability are not
anticipated if the stormwater bylaw changes apply only to new housing as affordability in the Lower
Mainland is governed by factors such as location desirability, market demand, lending rates and the
financing capacity of home buyers: a development’s pro forma is expected to take all these factors into
account.
Each GVS&DD member will need to determine the implications of their updated stormwater bylaws and
what policies, if any, may need to be developed to facilitate bylaw implementation.

28

For the same 750 m2 duplex type lot scenario, the total cost is $6,500 for 450 mm topsoil (Kerr Wood Leidal,
2015, p. 42). A $4,300 cost is calculated for the additional 300 mm topsoil on top of the minimum 150 mm of
topsoil “growing medium” according to the Canadian Landscape Standard (CSLA & CNLA, 2016, p. 86). This works
out to an incremental cost of $8.80/m2 of imperviousness to mitigate stormwater runoff on‐site.
29
(Kerr Wood Leidal, 2015, p. 42).
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Recommended Baseline
It is up to the municipalities to specify, through their bylaws, their requirements for on‐site rainwater
management. To comply with the Liquid Waste Management Plan, municipalities must set
requirements to meet the criteria for on‐site rainwater management as specified by their ISMPs or the
region‐wide Baseline30.
The Baseline may also fill gaps in existing on‐site stormwater requirements, specifically in watersheds
where ISMPs have not yet been implemented or where the ISMPs do not address impacts from single‐
lot residential redevelopment. Baseline Criteria for on‐site rainwater management along with its
interpretation as Suggested Practices are summarized below and recommended for use by GVS&DD
members in the updating of their bylaws.

Baseline Criteria
For single‐lot residential lots, including duplex and triplex forms:
Criterion 1. Improve rainwater runoff quality through the use of a best management practice, and
Criterion 2. Reduce the amount of rainwater runoff by limiting runoff volume to 40% of the 1 in 2
year storm of 24 hour duration.

Suggested Practices
To achieve Baseline Criterion 1 and improve rainwater runoff quality, new single‐lot residential
development will need to ensure that all paved areas will:
1‐A. Drain to a permeable surface, such as soil, vegetation or gravel, or
1‐B. Use pervious paving, or
1‐C. Collect and drain runoff through a sump prior to discharging to storm sewer.
Note: The three BMPs listed above are in order of preference, based on what would likely provide the
most significant benefits to runoff quality. Where the first BMP is not feasible on a given lot, the
second may be used. Where the second is not feasible, the third may be used.
To achieve Baseline Criterion 2 and reduce runoff quantity, new single‐lot residential development will:
2‐A. Have a maximum 70% total impervious area, and
Have a minimum topsoil depth of 450mm, and
Disconnect downspouts, and
2‐B.

30

Where the above BMPs for reducing the quantity of runoff are not possible, impractical or do
not provide sufficient on‐site rainwater management to meet Criterion 2, the municipality

(Metro Vancouver, 2010, pp. 15‐16)
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would determine which additional or alternate measures will be required or considered.
These can include:
•
•

•
•

Reduce the maximum total impervious area to reduce the minimum top soil depth;
The addition of one or more stormwater BMP standardized by the local municipality
(for example, rain garden, pervious paving, infiltration trench, rockpit, cistern and
retention storage tank (aboveground or underground);
Substitute the topsoil and roof lead disconnection with appropriately sized alternatives
such as infiltration trenches, rock pits and cisterns; and
Site‐specific engineered solutions which allow for innovation, address site‐specific
challenges, provide an opportunity for solutions to be developed on a site‐specific basis,
signed off by a qualified professional, can be submitted in lieu of standardized BMPs.

Note: For the purposes of the research, topsoil is a “growing medium” defined according to
the Canadian Landscape Standard (CSLA & CNLA, 2016, p. 86). For roof downspout
disconnection, terracing maybe required to maintain lot slope less than 10%. See Options for a
Region Wide Baseline for On‐site Rainwater Management, (Kerr Wood Leidal, 2015) for
guidance on the suitability of specific BMPs.
below provides an example of how the Suggested Practices might look, comparing current stormwater
management practices, a combination of basic BMPs and a combination of basic BMPs plus an
additional practice to address more challenging conditions.
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Figure 3 Comparison of Stormwater Runoff for Current Practices and Baseline Suggested Practices
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Implementation
Metro Vancouver’s ILWRMP action to develop a region‐wide baseline for on‐site stormwater
management will be complete once endorsed by the GVS&DD Board. The next step will then be for
GVS&DD members to apply the Baseline, as appropriate, and to complete their other IWLRM
stormwater management actions which include updating their bylaws to require on‐site stormwater
management and implementing their ISMPs.
Through the forums of SILG and REAC, Metro Vancouver will continue to work with GVS&DD members
to facilitate the collective efforts of implementing the stormwater management actions of the ILWRMP.
This can include common aspects of ISMP development and implementation, stormwater bylaw
improvements, stormwater best management practices and associated green infrastructure policy,
region‐wide education and outreach, and the adaptive management framework.
Specific to the Baseline, key actions for GVS&DD members will be 1) updating municipal bylaws,
standards and guidelines, 2) internal capacity development and training, 3) education, outreach and
bylaw phase‐in, and 4) bylaw implementation.

Updating Municipal Bylaws
As part of their commitments under the ILWRMP Actions 1.1.20 and 1.1.21, municipalities will update
their bylaws, standards and guidelines to require and support on‐site rainwater management sufficient
to meet the Baseline criteria or the criteria specified in municipal ISMPs. While Metro Vancouver can,
through SILG, help support its GVS&DD members in fulfilling this commitment, it will be up to each
municipality to identify and implement the regulations necessary to align its ISMPs with their
community’s needs.
Key to fulfilling this action will be the identification of municipal ISMP requirements as related to on‐site
stormwater management, identifying any gaps and finally determining which criteria are appropriate for
different land uses and development. This may be achieved through new or consolidated bylaws or
through separate bylaws such as ones for stormwater and subdivision.
To prepare for the phase‐in of on‐site stormwater management requirements, local governments need
to ensure that their design standards and guidelines for subdivision development and servicing are
updated and aligned with their on‐site stormwater management bylaw requirements. Metro
Vancouver’s Stormwater Source Control Design Guidelines (2012) is one tool that can help assist
municipalities.
While municipalities may find it beneficial to collaborate on the development of common aspects of
their bylaws, standards and guidelines, they will also need to develop unique content to address the site
specific nature of ISMP requirements and their communities.
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Model Bylaw
The Community Charter and Local Government Act enables municipalities to regulate stormwater
management though bylaws. A model bylaw linking on‐site stormwater management to the building
permit process is included in Appendix A which may be adapted and customized by members for the
purpose of inclusion in existing bylaws or to form the basis of a new bylaw.
The model bylaw contained in Appendix A is structured to:
•
•
•
•

•

Link the requirements for on‐site stormwater management to the building permit process,
Give priority to local ISMPs over the region‐wide Baseline,
Use the Baseline for on‐site stormwater management requirements unless alternative
measures are proscribed or the Baseline is determined to be inappropriate for the site,
Give discretion to the City Engineer to specify alternative measures to achieve the Baseline
criteria, selectively substitute requirements from ISMP, or issue an exemption to a property,
and
Include schedules containing reference tables to simplify the determination of on‐site
requirements.

Guideline and Typical Drawings for Standardized BMPs
Guideline sizing tables and standard drawings have been prepared for typical lots to assist municipalities
in updating their stormwater bylaws, policies or standards. These are provided in Appendix B.
Additional BMP sizing guidance can be obtained in Appendices A and C, Options for a Region‐wide
Baseline for On‐Site Rainwater Management, (Kerr Wood Leidal, 2015) as well as from Stormwater
Source Control Design Guidelines, (Kerr Wood Leidal, Lanarc Consultants & Goya Ngan, 2012).

Capacity Development
Concurrent with the updating of stormwater design standards and guidelines, as well as the drafting of
bylaws requiring on‐site stormwater management, GVS&DD members should start to identify the their
approach to administering the on‐site stormwater management program. The roles of planners,
engineers, building officials, and inspectors will need to be determined so that the administration, its
work plans, its budgets and supportive staff training can be developed and approved prior to its phase‐
in.

Education, Outreach, and Bylaw Phase‐in
Once municipal administrative needs have been identified, then GVS&DD members should develop their
supporting communications and education materials. While Metro Vancouver may help support
regional aspects of this work, it is municipalities who need to develop an appropriate program that
supports the initiatives and how they will be applied in the context of local communities.
Education and outreach will be important in communicating municipal objectives and expectations to
affected stakeholders, along with the timelines where the updated regulations come into effect.
As part of the communications, GVS&DD members need to determine the phase‐in period for each
aspect of their standards, guidelines and bylaws that they will be changing. This is particularly important
Liquid Waste Services Department – Metro Vancouver
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for stakeholders. Builders and developers will need lead time to account for the changes in their project
pro forma; landscapers and suppliers will need to anticipate material and labour implications that the
changes will bring. There may also be benefits to phasing‐in the updated regulations if it helps with
regulatory administration.
Different strategies for phase‐in can be applied. New bylaws, standards and guidelines can have
different ‘coming‐into‐effect’ timelines that can stage different aspects of the on‐site stormwater
management requirements.

Bylaw Implementation
Implementation of the updated stormwater regulations should only occur after administrative capacity
has been established and the education and outreach initiatives are underway. While each municipality
needs to determine their implementation timeline, synchronization among GVS&DD members could be
beneficial for industry stakeholders as messaging can be coordinated.
As well, implementation may, but does not have to occur in a phased manner. For example, initially
roof lead disconnections could be applied with subsequent topsoil requirements coming‐into‐effect
perhaps 12 months later. Advantages of such a phase‐in would be a soft‐start for industry and city hall
administrative staff.

Timelines
The overall time to implement municipal actions requiring on‐site stormwater management must be
determined by the individual GVS&DD members. Table 3 below includes a draft implementation
timeline.
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Table 3 Sample Proposed Onsite Stormwater Management Baseline Implementation Timeline

Time Step

6 months

1 year

18 months

Engineering & Planning
Engineering and Planning
identify criteria: ISMPs or
Baseline

Develop a communications
strategy

Engineering finalizes
content for bylaw,
standards and guidelines

Roll‐out the
communications strategy
concurrent with last stages
before content finalization

Inspection/Building
Department

Legal and Regulatory

Council
Council reminded of
ILWRMP requirement and
implementation strategy is
presented

Advise on implementation
administrative needs/any
challenges with inspection

Legal input to bylaw and
standards development
Final review of proposed
bylaws, standards and
guidelines

Inspect and implement
requirements for on‐site
stormwater management

2 years

5 years

Communications

Assess whether bylaw
program is achieving
intended results
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Council approves updated
bylaw, regulations,
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Council funds work plans
based upon approved
bylaws, regulations,
standards, and guidelines
Receive report from
Engineering on effects of
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recommendations
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Appendix A: Model Bylaw for the On‐site
Rainwater Management Baseline
Disclaimer: The model bylaw is for guidance and Metro Vancouver recommends the review of its
sections prior to any of their adoption or inclusion in bylaws, standards and/or policies.

BYLAW NO. _____, 2017
THE ON‐SITE RAINWATER MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS FOR
SINGLE‐LOT RESIDENTIAL LAND USE

WHEREAS the Council of [municipality] has regulatory authority over sewers and drains and deems it in
the public interest to regulate stormwater runoff from property;
AND WHEREAS such regulation improves the integrity and efficient operation and function of the
municipal drainage system, and reduces stormwater runoff impacts to the receiving environment and
helps protect the ecological health of waterways,
NOW THEREFORE, the Council of [municipality], in open meeting assembled, ENACTS AS FOLLOWS:

PART 1 ‐ INTERPRETATION
CITATION
1. This bylaw may be cited for all purposes as the On‐site Rainwater Management Bylaw No. _____,
2017.
DEFINITIONS
2. The following definitions apply:
(a) “Building Inspector” means the person assigned the responsibility of Chief Building Inspector or
Building Inspector or his authorized designate or representative.
(b) “Building Permit Application” means the process and forms submitted by an Owner, their agent
or representative for the purpose of obtaining approval to construct or substantially modify a
building on the Owner’s property.
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(c) “Bylaw Enforcement Officer” means the person assigned the responsibility of bylaw compliance
and enforcement or his authorized designate or representative.
(d) “City” means the [municipality].
(e) “Council” means the Council of the [municipality].
(f) “Director of Engineering” means the person assigned the responsibility of City Engineer, or his
authorized designate, assistants or representatives.
(g) “Financial Officer” means the person assigned the responsibility of financial administration, or
his authorized designate, assistants or representatives.
(h) “Integrated Stormwater Management Plan” means a rainwater, drainage or stormwater
management plan developed at a watershed or municipal scale as defined through the Liquid
Waste Management Plan approved by the Minister of Environment.
(i) “Notice of Non‐Compliance” means a written notice which advises an Owner of the failure to
comply and the obligation to comply with the bylaw.
(j) “Owner” means the registered owner of a real property estate in fee simple.
(k) “On‐site Rainwater Management” means the management of rainfall and stormwater so as to
control the amount of runoff leaving a property.
(l) “Stormwater runoff” means groundwater, rainwater runoff and other drainage water that
originates on a property and flows, or is conveyed, over or close to the ground surface.
(m) “Topsoil” mean a growing medium which conforms to the specifications of the Canadian
Landscape Standard, as amended, with lawn topsoil having a minimum of 8% organics and
planting areas having 15% organics.
APPLICATION
3. This bylaw shall apply to all single‐family, duplex or triplex zoned properties that receive drainage or
storm sewer service from the City.
4. An Owner of commercial or industrial use properties, or strata and multi‐unit dwellings having four
or more units shall be exempt from this bylaw.
NOTICE
5. A person shall be deemed to have received any notice delivered to that person by mail on the same
day of the week, in the calendar week following mailing, as the day of the week on which the
document was mailed or, if that day is a Saturday or holiday, on the next day that is not a Saturday
or holiday.
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PART 2 – ON‐SITE STORMWATER MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS
PART OF THE BUILDING PERMIT PROCESS
6. Works for On‐site Rainwater Management shall be required for a new dwelling and substantial
modification of an existing dwelling that require a Building Permit Application.
7. Works for On‐site Rainwater Management and their location must be shown on the building plans
and drawings submitted as part of a Building Permit Application.
WORKS FOR ON‐SITE RAINWATER MANAGEMENT
8. Works for On‐site Rainwater Management shall be determined as follows:
(a) Where the address of the subject property of a Building Permit Application is within a watershed
with an Integrated Stormwater Management Plan endorsed by Council, the requirements for
the Works for On‐site Rainwater Management as described by the Integrated Stormwater
Management Plan shall be applied to the property.
(b) Where the address of the subject property of a Building Permit Application is not within a
watershed with an Integrated Stormwater Management Plan endorsed by Council or the
endorsed Integrated Stormwater Management Plan does not contain requirements pertaining
to the subject property, the requirements for the Works for On‐site Rainwater Management
shall consist of both Water Quality Management and Runoff Quantity Management components
as defined in this Bylaw.
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT
9. Water Quality Management will be provided for all paved areas on the property unless exempted by
the Director of Engineering:
(a) paved areas will drain to vegetation.
(b) where paved areas cannot be drained to vegetation, pervious paving will be used in place of
impervious paving.
(c) where pervious paving cannot be used and paved areas cannot be drained to vegetation, paved
areas will be drained through a sump prior to the rainwater runoff being discharged from the
property.
RUNOFF QUANTITY MANAGEMENT
10. Runoff Quantity Management will reduce the amount of rainwater runoff from the property by
limiting runoff volume to not less than 40% of the 1 in 2 year return period storm of a 24 hour
duration.
11. The rainfall volume of the 1 in 2 year return period storm of a 24 hour duration will be specified by
the Director of Engineering.
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12. To meet with the requirements of section 10, the following will be considered sufficient unless
Alternate Requirements are specified by the Director of Engineering:
(a) Eaves troughs and roof downspouts will not be directly connected to storm sewers or storm
drains and instead will direct their runoff to pervious areas of the lot; and
(b) The pervious areas of the property will be 30% or greater of the lot area, and will be covered
with 450 mm of Topsoil.
NEIGHBOURHOOD RAINWATER MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
13. The Director of Engineering may establish a Neighbourhood Rainwater Management Program
requiring Owners of real property in areas identified by the Director of Engineering to comply with
Alternate Requirements.
ALTERNATE REQUIREMENTS
14. The Director of Engineering may specify Alternate Requirements that supplement or replace the
Water Quality Management and Runoff Quality Management requirements to address one or more
of the following:
(a) Achieving the performance requirements as defined by sections 9 to 11;
(b) Addressing risk to property or public safety;
(c) Achieving performance requirements unique to a Neighbourhood Rainwater Management
Program.
15. Alternate Requirements will be determined by the Director of Engineering, and consist of
stormwater Best Management Practices which will become the Works for On‐site Rainwater
Management.
16. Best Management Practices are absorptive landscaping, rain garden, pervious paving, infiltration
trench, rock‐pit, soak‐away manhole, dry well, cistern and retention storage tank as described in the
Metro Vancouver reports “Region‐wide Baseline for On‐site Stormwater Management, for use on
Single‐lot Residential Development in the Greater Vancouver Sewerage and Drainage District” and
“Stormwater Source Control Design Guidelines”, both as amended.
17. Best Management Practices will be sized and specified for the subject property by either:
(a) The Director of Engineering, or
(b) A Qualified Professional who will be a professional engineer licensed to practice civil engineering
in the Province of British Columbia, or other appropriate professional as determined by the
Director of Engineering.
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MAINTENANCE AND MODIFICATION OF WORKS
18. The Owner, at his expense, shall maintain in a state of good operation all Works for On‐site
Rainwater Management located on his property.
19. The Owner will not modify, remove or destroy the Works for On‐site Rainwater Management
without written approval from the Director of Engineering.
20. To modify, remove or destroy the Works for On‐site Rainwater Management:
(a) The Owner must apply to the Director of Engineering for permission to make the changes; and
(b) The Owner must receive written approval from the Director of Engineering before making any
changes; and
(c) The Owner must comply with all requirements made by the Director of Engineering as part of
the written approval to make the changes.
ENTRY AND TESTING BY CITY
21. The Director of Engineering may periodically perform tests or inspections to confirm the integrity
and proper function of the Works for On‐site Rainwater Management.
22. Testing and inspection methodology may include visual inspection, dyed water testing, hydraulic
testing, closed circuit television inspection, and other testing or inspection techniques approved by
the Director of Engineering.
23. The Director of Engineering may at reasonable times and on giving reasonable notice to the Owner,
enter any property for the purposes of ascertaining whether the regulations of this bylaw are being
observed.
24. The Director of Engineering may reasonably shorten the notice period for entry:
(a) If the Director of Engineering is conducting an investigation in response to a complaint, or
(b) If Stormwater Runoff from the property is suspected to be creating a potential hazard.
25. A person commits an offence under this bylaw if they obstruct entry, tests or inspections by the
Director of Engineering.
IDENTIFIED DEFECT
26. The Director of Engineering may provide the Owner with written notice of a Defect identified in the
Works for On‐site Stormwater Management as a result of testing or inspection conducted by the
City.
27. An Owner in receipt of a written notice of a Defect shall within 120 days of receipt of the notice
rectify that deficiency or obtain an Exemption from the Director of Engineering as described by
Section 28.
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EXEMPTION
28. At the request of the Owner, their agent or representative, the Director of Engineering may issue a
full or partial exemption from Works for On‐site Rainwater Management based on the following:
(a) In the opinion of the Director of Engineering, the provision of Works for On‐site Rainwater
Management for the subject property would result in an unreasonable financial impact to the
Owner; or
(b) In the opinion of the Director of Engineering, the provision of Works for On‐site Rainwater
Management for the subject property would result in a risk to property or public safety; or
(c) In the opinion of the Director of Engineering, the provision of the Works for On‐site Rainwater
Management for the subject property are unnecessary to meet the on‐site stormwater
management objectives as determined by section 8.
CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP OF PROPERTY
29. For the purposes of this bylaw, a Change of Ownership means:
(a) The property is sold outright pursuant to an “arm’s length agreement”, or
(b) The property is inherited by someone other than a surviving spouse, who is neither a resident of
the property, nor on property title.
30. An Owner shall disclose to a prospective new Owner the requirements of this bylaw and the
compliance status of the real property in question.
31. Upon a Change of Ownership, the new Owner shall be responsible for compliance with this bylaw,
regardless of any disclosure or failure to disclose on the part of the prior Owner.

PART 3 – FINANCIAL
FEES
32. The Director of Engineering may establish and collect fees in respect of:
(a) Issuance of a permit to construct, modify, remove or destroy Works for On‐site Rainwater
Management;
(b) Issuance of an Exemption from Works for On‐site Rainwater Management;
(c) Inspection or re‐inspection of Works for On‐site Rainwater Management by City staff; and
(d) Recovery of costs in respect of any other administrative process required to implement this
bylaw.
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FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
33. The City may establish a Works for On‐site Rainwater Management Financial Assistance Program in
the nature of a no‐interest loan program, to assist Owners with the costs of repairing or replacing
defective Works for On‐site Rainwater Management.
34. The City shall not grant a loan unless:
(a) The Owner signs an agreement to repay the loan plus the lien registration costs in full, by way of
five equal annual installments collected as property taxes;
(b) The loan principal will be secured by a lien registered against the property’s title in the Land
Title Office; and
(c) The agreement requires the full balance of the loan to become immediately due and payable to
the City upon any change in Ownership of the Property, as defined by sections 29 to 31 and if
unpaid, due and collectable as property taxes in arrears.
35. An Owner may apply for assistance from the program by filing an application with the Director of
Engineering in the form prescribed by the Director of Engineering.
36. The Director of Engineering may determine eligibility for financial assistance on the basis of financial
inability to pay for required repairs.
37. If an Owner complies with the application requirements, the Director of Engineering may authorize
the Owner to receive financial assistance under the program.

PART 4 ‐ FAILURE TO COMPLY
OFFENCE AND PENALTIES
38. The Director of Engineering, the Chief Building Inspector, or the Bylaw Enforcement Officer may
enforce the provisions of this bylaw.
39. On becoming aware of an Owner’s non‐compliance with this bylaw, an authorized enforcement
officer may deliver a Notice of Non‐Compliance to the Owner.
40. An Owner shall comply with the bylaw within 30 days of issuance of a Notice of Non‐Compliance, or
be liable to enforcement action.
41. The Director of Engineering may at his discretion extend the time period for compliance.
42. Each day that a violation occurs or continues constitutes a separate offence.
43. Costs incurred by the City to effect repairs required to bring a defaulting Owner’s Works for On‐site
Rainwater Management into compliance with the bylaw shall be a debt of the Owner owed to the
City.
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44. This debt will be due and payable 30 days after the date on which the expenses were incurred and if
unpaid on the due date will be deemed taxes in arrears and may be so entered on the tax roll by the
collector. Debts due may be recovered as a lien against the property.
45. Any financial assistance provided to an Owner by the City, or any repair or replacement of a
defaulting Owner’s Works for On‐site Rainwater Management by the City pursuant to section 17 of
the Community Charter, as amended, are at the sole risk and cost of the Owner only.
46. The City shall assume no liability for providing financial assistance, or for effecting repair or
replacement work and shall be immune from any claim by the Owner or any other person that are
as a result of providing the financial assistance or effecting the repair or replacement.

PART 5 – REVIEW
REVIEW
47. The Director of Engineering shall gather data and deliver to Council an annual report summarizing
the actions that have resulted from the adoption of the bylaw, assessing the effectiveness of those
actions, and making recommendations on any other priority actions needed to address private
Works for On‐site Rainwater Management.

READ A FIRST TIME this _ day of
READ A SECOND TIME this _ day of

, 2017.
, 2017.

READ A THIRD TIME and passed by the Council this __ day of _______, 2017.
READ A FINAL AND TIME this __ day of ______, 2017.

MAYOR

CITY CLERK
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Appendix B: Guidelines and Typical
Drawings for Standardized BMPs
The following Figures B‐1 to B‐6 are extracted from Appendix B, Standalone BMP Standards, Options for
a Region Wide Baseline for On‐Site Rainwater Management, (Kerr Wood Leidal, 2015).







Absorbent Topsoil (Figure B‐1)
Pervious Paving (Figure B‐2)
Infiltration Trench (Figure B‐3)
Rain Garden (Figure B‐4)
Dry Well (Figure B‐5)31
Rainwater Cistern (Figure B‐6)

31

This BMP has been included for completeness; however, it was not included as a BMP in the Suggested Practices
as its suitability is more limited than other BMPs.
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